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Abstract   

 

  There are some equipments can be used to detect human, such as pyroelectric infrared 

sensor, ultrasonic sensor, camera and so on. However, their systems have some 

problems with the boundedness detection, low resolution, privacy and high cost. So we 

propose to use thermopile infrared sensors without focus lens and with high-gain 

amplifier to detect human position and movement. It even can detect human without 

moving. 

  We separately studied about detection of human by thermopile infrared sensors in 

three cases. 

  Case 1 is that detection of human 2D position by thermopile sensor which are put on 

the table mounted at different angles. Case 2 is that detection of human position and 

motion by thermopile sensor which are fixed on the ceiling and kept in vertical direction. 

Case 3 is that in order to enlarge the detectable area, we considered detection of human 

position and motion by two tilted thermopile infrared sensors mounted on the ceiling. 

After measuring, we can build an approximate equation between output voltage, 

distance and angle from each sensor to human. These equation set can be solved by 

steepest descend method for the outputs of two sensors, and 2D human position can be 

obtained in real-time. 

  



1 Introduction 

 

  In recent years, the detection of human-beings is very important in many different 

areas, such as human-robot interaction, work-cell safety, people counting, monitoring 

and tracking etc. Among these areas, many types of equipment, such as automatic doors, 

automatic switches, voice guidance devices, are automatically controlled by detecting 

human-beings. The types of sensors used are as diverse as the application equipment. 

For example, the motion sensors and voice guidance equipment are implemented on 

automatic doors. 

However, these detectors have their respective problems in the detection process. For 

example, they work all the time, even when they are not necessary (Fig. 1), such as 

when an automatic door opens for a person who is just standing near it and has no 

intention to go through it. Sensor systems that detect people’s positions and movements, 

such as coming near, going away, stopping, and passing, are needed. Common cameras 

and thermography cameras employed in buildings can produce real-time images and 

identify human situations well, but cost and privacy can be problems; people do not like 

to be photographed unless there is a good reason. Ultrasonic sensors are often used in 

location systems but they tend to be disturbed by sources of noise in the natural 

environment, and it is difficult to detect not only the presence but also the movement of 

people. Pyroelectric detectors are widely used in motion detection applications for home 

security and automation systems, but their outputs are differential, or proportional to the 

rate of change of incidental radiation. This leads to slightly lower detection: pyroelectric 

detectors can only detect people when they move. 
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Fig. 1 Devices to detect human-beings 

 

 

 

 



2 Thermopile infrared sensor and circuit 
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Fig. 2 External dimensions of thermopile sensor 

 

 

Fig. 3 Circuit of thermopile sensor 

 

 



3 Case 1: Detection of human by thermopile sensors from wall 

 

Fig. 4 Experimental setup 

 

Through measurements and approximation of sensor characteristics, finally we got the 

relationships between output voltage, distance and angle from each sensor to human. 

 

 

then built equation set by two sensors, and calculated human position(x,y) by utilizing 

steepest decent method, finally we got real-time results shown as Fig.6. 

 

Fig. 5 A photo of experimental scene 
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Fig. 6 Result about detection of human by two thermopile sensors 

 

4 Case 2: Detection of human by vertical sensors from ceiling 

Through measurements and approximation of sensor characteristics, finally we got the 

relationships between height, distance, orientation and sensor output from each sensor 

to human. 

V = VT T ・Vh h ・Vr r ・Vα α  

among them, 

VT,h = VT T ・Vh h = a0/(h + a1)
2 

Vr r = a2r
5 + a3r

4 + a4r
3 + a5r

2 + a6r + a7 

Vα α = 1 − a10α2 

then built equation set by two sensors, and calculated human position(x,y) by utilizing 

steepest decent method, and body orientation is calculated like Fig. 7. And the 

procedure of human motion shows as Fig. 8. Finally we got real-time results shown as 

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. 



 

Fig. 7 Detection of human body orientation 

 

 

Fig. 8 Procedure of human motion 

 



 

Fig. 9 A photo of experimental scene 

 

Fig. 10 Result about detection of human position by vertical sensors 



 

Fig. 11 Result about detection of human motions by vertical sensors 

 

5 Case 3: Detection of human by tilted sensors from ceiling 

  Through measurements and approximation of sensor characteristics, finally we got 

the relationships between height, distance, orientation and sensor output from each 

sensor to human. 

V = VT T ・Vh h ・Vr r ・Vα α  

When sensor is vertical, that is, sensor angle is 0°, the Vr(r) should consist of two parts, 

V'r(r) and Vθ(θ). Here, V'r(r) denotes the real relationship between distance (r) and 

sensor output voltage (V). Thus, 

Vr r = V′
r r ・Vθ θ  

VT,h = VT T ・Vh h = a0/(h + a1)
2 

Vα α = 1 − a10α2 

V′r r = a1r
4 + a2r

3 + a3r
2 + a4r + a5 

among them, The Rodrigues formula is used to solve the total sensitivity. 

Vs =  Vθ(θ)
β

0
d∅  

then built equation set by two sensors, and calculated human position(x,y) by utilizing 

steepest decent method, finally we got real-time results shown as Fig.13 and Fig. 14. 

 



 

Fig. 12 Experimental scene by tilted sensors 

 

Fig. 13 Result about detection of human position by tilted sensors 

 



 

Fig. 14 Result about detection of human motions by tilted sensors 

 

6 Conclusions  

  In conclusion, through vast experiments about three systems, we have known that 

accuracy is very high in case1 system, which error is within 0.1m. And in case2 system, 

which can judge human motion situation well, that is, when human come, it works and 

detects human position in real-time, even when human stop in detectable area, system 

only obtains human position but not obtain the motion direction; when human goes 

away, it does not work and stores sensor output in order to calculate in the next time. 

Meanwhile, we knew that the detectable area is when x is [0.4,2] and y is [-2,2] and 

error is about 0.1m through comparison result. And in case3 system, its function is 

almost same with case2, but its detectable area is larger, which is, x is [0.5,3], y is 

[-2.5,2.5], and error is about 0.2m. In a word, three systems about human detection was 

successfully designed, created and verified. 

 




